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PROFESSIONAL SECRECY

Judaism places stringent restric-
tions upon disclosure of confidential
information regardless of whether

the information is. received in the
:ourse of a professional relationship,

ship, as a secret non-professional

communication, as the result of an
inadvertent or accidental disclosure,

or through a third party.
The prohibition against divulg-

ing personal information concern-

ing another person is derived from
the biblical verse "Thou shalt not
go as a bearer of tales among your
people" (Leviticus 19: 16). Such

activity is forbidden even when it
is not accompanied by malicious

intent and even if the information

is not derogatory in nature. As for-
mulated by Rambam, Hilkhot De'ot
7: 2, "Who is a tale-bearer? One

who carries reports and goes from_
one person to another and says,
'So-and-so said this' or 'Such and
such have I heard about so-and-so.'
Even if he tells the truth, (the tale-
bearer) destroys the world." .

Despite this stricture against dis-
closure of confdential information,

which results in a moral code even
more restrictive in some respects
than presently accepted canons of

professional confidentiality, Jewish
law acknowledges that in certain
circumstances even professional con-
fidences must be revealed.
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The position of Halakhah with

regard to disclosure of professional

confidences is examined by Rabbi
Shiloh Raphael in the Av 5738
issue of Assia. Earlier discussions of

the topic include those of Rabbi

Ya'akov Breish, Chelkat Ya'akov,

III, no. 136 and Rabbi Eliezer
Waldenberg in his most recent
volume, Tzitz Eli' ezer, XIII, no. 81.
The earliest source which presents
a detailed discussion of the princi-
ples governing disclosure of medi-
cal information is Chafetz Chaim,

the classic text dealing with Jewish
law as it applies to slander, defa-

mation of character, talebearing
and the like.

The particular situation discussed
in Chafetz Chaim, Hi/khot lssurei
Rekhilut, Klal 9, is that of a person
seeking disclosure of medical in for-
mationconceming a prospective
marriage partner. Chafetz Chaim
rules that, in principle, such infor-

mation may be divulged. Disclo-
sure is, however, restricted in the
following four ways: 1) The pres-
ence of a disease or physical defect

may be disclosed. However, a
vague, general weakness or defici-
ency which does not immediately
compromise health may not be dis-
closed. 2) The nature or extent of
a disease or injury must not be
exaggerated in any way. 3) The
sole motivation prompting disclo-
sure must be the benefit of the
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person to whom the informati is
supplied. No disclosure may be
made when prompted, even hi part,
by peEsona animosity. 4) Disclo-
sure is permissible only when there
exist reasonable grounds for as..
suming that the information di-
vulged wil be the determining
factor in tetms of the contemplated
marrage. Such information may
not be divulge if there is no tea-
son to assume that the ultimate
decision wil be afec thereby.

These provisions of Jewish law
apply not only to dîscl()l1re of
information with regard to a pros-

pective marriage partr~ bu, mu-
tatis mutandis, are applicble with
regard to disclosure of information
toa prospective employer as w.eli.
It is quite evident tht these prnvi-

sions of Halakháh reftct a bal-ance

between considerations of privac

and considerations of potential
harm or. damage which may accrue
to another party. No person has
the right to divuge information of
a personal nature concerning a
fellow man simply to satisfy the
curiosity of a third par. By the
same token, such information may
not legitimately be disclosed simply

in order to make a dossier com-
plete. Th crcial consideration is

the "need to know" in the sense of
avoiding potential harm. It follows,
therefore, that, for example, infor-
mation which has no bearing upon
job performance may not be re-
vealed. Since thè informàtion - in
question is not necessary to prevent
harm or fiancial loss the prvaëy
of such infonnation may not beviolated. .

Respect for privacy and the in-

violabilty of the professional rela-

tionship certainly do not take
precedence over protection of the
lives and safety of others. The
overriding obligation to protect the

lives of others is of suffcient weight
to oblige the physician to take

whatever measures may be neces-
sary to elimnate the danger. Thus,

for example, a physician must in-
form the motor vehicle bureau that
his patient is an epileptic and

should be denied a driver's license.
The obligation to violate the. conf-
dential nature of the physiCian-

patient relationship in such extreme
situations is included within the
"law of pursuit." A person engaged
in an act which wil' lead to the
death of another must be pre-
vented from causing. such death
even if the act is entirely uninten-

tionaL. R. Elijah of Vilna, Bi'ur

ha-Gra, Choshen Mishpat 425: 10,
states explicitly that the "law of
pursuit" applies even in the absence
of intention to do harm.

Rabbi Breish argues that it is
no merely permissible but obliga-
tory to reveal information designed

to avert personal tragedy or finan-
cial loss. Rambam, HUkhot Rot-
zeach 1: 13, followed by Shulchan
Arukh, Choshen Mishpat 426: I,
rules that if an individual "hears

that genties or apostates are plot-

ting misfortune" for another per-

son, he must bring the matter to
that person's attention. Failure to

do so, declares Rambam,. consti-
tutes a violation of the command-
ment "You shall not stand idly by
the blood of your fellow" (Leviti-
cus 19: 16). Be'er Mayyim Chaim,
Hi/khot lssurei Rekhilut 9: 1, dem-
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onstrates that this admonition ap-
plies not only to preservation of

the life of another person but also
to preservation of money or prop~
erty.

Rabbi Breish argues that dis-
closure under such circumstances

is mandated, at least according to
some authorities, by virtue of
another commandment as well.
"Thou shalt not place a stumbling
block before the blind" (Levitcus

19: 14), is understood in rabbinic
sources as prohibiting an individual

from causing another person to
"stumble" by compiitting a trans-
gression and also prohibits giving
detrimental advice in mundane
matters. Rambam.. Hilkhot Rot-
zetuh 12:4, extends the' concept
not only to providing direct aid in
committing a sin but also to
"strengthening the hands of trans-
gressors." Mishneh le-Melekh, Hil-
khot Kela'im 1: 6, maintains that
even a passive stance may consti-
tute "strengthening the hands of
transgressors" and hence is for-
bidden by Rambam as, a "stum-
bling block before the blind."
Mishneh le-M elekh employs this
thesis in explaining an otherwise

difcult ruling of Rambam. Ram-
barn rules that a Jew 'may not
permit a gentie to utilize a tree
belonging to a Jew for purposes

of grafting a branch of one species

to another. Even' passive acqui-

escence constitutes a violation of
the prohibition against "placing a

stumbling block" (This is also the
view of Bi'ur ha'Gra. Yoreh De'ah
295: 2 and Pri M egadim. Drach
Chaim 443:5 and 444:6, although
Derishah. Yoreh De'ah 297, avers
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that the prohibition aginst "placing

a stumbling block" encompasses
only an overt action but does not

extend to passive nonfeasance.)
Rabbi Breish argues that since not
only assistance in transgression but
also offering poor counsel is pro-
hibited by this commandment,
"passive" counsel which is dele-
terious in nature is also forbidden.

Advice designed to bring unhappi-
nesS or financial loss. is clearly
forbidden. Hence, according to
Mishneh le-Melekh, failure to pro-
vide information and advice for
the purpose of averting such. un-
fortunate results is also a form of
"placing a stumbling block before

the blind." Accordingly, concludes

Rabbi Breish, a physician is not at
all justified in maintaining his own
counsel in circumstances which
would result in grief or financial

loss to others.

Rabbi Waldenberg notes that
Jewish law also provides that the
Bet Din may compel testimony
which would otherwise involve a
breach of personal or professional

confidence. The obligation borne
of the commandment ". . . he who
is a witness . . . if he does not

inform, he should bear his iniquity"
(Leviticus 5: 1 ) supercedes the
obligation to respect the privacy of
others. It would seem that in such
cases Jewish' law would require
that testimony of this nature be

heard in camera in. order that mat-
ters of a personal nature not be

overheard by persons who have no
"need to know." This was indeed
the ruling of the . Israeli Supreme

Rabbinical Court, Piskei Din Rah-
baniyim, IX, 331, in a related case.
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The halakhic problem with re-
gard to disclosure of confdential

information by a physician is com-
plicated by the fact that the Hippo-
cratic oath contains the statement,
uAnd . whatsoever I shall see or

hear in the course of my profes-

sion, as well as outside my pro-
fession in my intercourse with men,
if it be what should not be pub-
lished abroad, I wil never divulge,

holding such things to be holy
secrets." Thus, the physician is
bound by a solemn oath not to
divulge confdential information.

Rabbi Waldenberg states that the
physician may nevertheless be com-
pelled by the Bet Din to testify.
The Mishnah, Shevurot 29a, de-
clares that an oath not to testify
in a given matter is an oath taken
in vain. All Jews are bound by
the oath taken at Mount Sinai to
obey the commandments of. the
Torah. Hence a person cannot
swear a binding oath not to testify
since he is bound by a prior oath
which compels his testimony when
demanded by a. Bet Din. This
would also appear to be the. case
even with regard to divulging in-
formation in order to avoid anguish

or financial loss according to the

opinion of Rabbi Breish who main-
tais that failure to do so consti-

tutes a transgression.

Rabbi Waldenberg, however,
points out that this provision of

Jewish law applies only to an oath
pertaining specifically to testimony.
The physician does not swear an
oath not to testify, but rather swears
a general oath not to diVUlge' con-

fidential information. Rabbi Wal-
denberg cites authorities who main-

tain that a general oath applying

to situations not involving infrac-

tions of Jewish law is a binding

oath and hence acquires validity in
all situations including those which
involve a transgression of Hala-

khah. Nevertheless, Rabbi Walden-
berg asserts that the oath is not

binding in such situations because

it may be assumed that the physi-
cian "and specifically the observant
physican" had no intention of in-
cluding in his oath situations in
which failure to divulge such in-
formation would constitute a trans-
gression. Despite his. conviction
with regard to this point Rabbi
W aldenberg adds that thé oath
may be nullfied under such cir-
cumstances by a court of three.
This would be necessary, accordiig
to some authorities, in situations. in
which the physician is the sole
witness since, according to those

authorities, the obligation to tes-
tifydevolves upon witnesses only

when they are at least two in
number.

It would appear to this writer
that this entire problem dissipates

'upon a close reading of the Hippo-
cràtic oath. The physican swears

not to divulge whatsoever he shall
see or hear in the course of his
profession only "if it be what
should not be published abroad."

Judaism clearly establishes stand-
ards of what should and should not
be published abroad. The observant
physic an certainly understands the
words of the oath in that manner.

Accordingly, the physician is bound
by the Hippicratic oath to refrain
from divulging only such infor-
mation which Jewish law deems
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"should not be published abroad. n

ELECTIVE SURGERY PRIOR
TO SHABBAT

The Tammuz 5738 issue of Ha-
Pardes features a transcript of an
address by Rabbi Menachem Men-
del Schneersohn, the Lubavitcher

Rebbe, in which he advises that
elective surgery should not be per-
formed during the three days im-
mediately prior to Shabbat, i.e.,
Wednesday, Thursday or Friday, if
it is anticipated that the patient

wil be hospitalized over Shah bat.
The following issue, dated Tishri
5739, contains a statement by the

Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the
United States and Canada an-
nouncing that its President, Rabbi
Moshe Feinstein, has similarly ruled
that in matters involving no danger
to life it is forbidden to schedule

surgery on those days "in situa-
tions where it is possible to delay. n

This position is based upon a
number of considerations:

1) Shulchan Arukh, Orach Chaim
248: 2, rules that one mlist not

embark ,upon a sea voyage duririg
this three-day period because the
voyage wil disrupt '.Sabbath de-:
light" (oneg Shabbat). There is no
objection to embarcation earlier in
the week becaùse subsequent to
three days of travel one becomes

acclimatized to the motion of the

vesseL. Rabbi Schneersohn argues
that routine hospital procedures,

not to speak of the pain and dis-
comfort of surgery and post-opera-

tive therapy, cause at least as much
disruption and discomfort as does
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a sea voyage and thereby disturbs
the Sabbath repo of both the
patient and his family.

2) According to many early
authorities, sea voyages may not
be commenced durng this period
because of the possibilty that
desecration of the Sabbath may
subseuently become a necessity by
virtue of danger to life which may
arise. Ths consideration is ger-
mane even .if the vesl is manned
by non-Jew since a Jew may not
normally permit a non-Jew to per-
form acions on Shabba', en his
behalf which th Jew may not per-

form himself. Concern with regard
to creatinii conditiois of dan¡r
requirinl subsequent suspension of
Shabbat restrictions is mandated

durg th three days preceding
Shahbat, but not earlier. This con-
sideratio:n is also. citd by Shulchcm
Arulch. As explained by Ba'al ha.
Ma'or, Shabbai 19a. this prohibi-
tio 'lsrooted in the consideration

that. a person underaking such a
jaurey appears to the onlooker as
beinl unConcerned with the ob
sel'anc;e of Shabb.~. such lack of
concern is not apparent to the on-
looker when the journey is under-
takenduririg the early part of the
wee;k: Thi çoncern applies to sur-

, gery performd durig this three-
,dáy peod sillc~ post-Oprative care
frequetly entails acts ordinarily
forbidden on ShabhaJ.

3) In the cøurseof normal post-

surg.l ca, many produres are
routinly cared oo,t which have
no beng upon alleviation of
dan¡e to the patient. Patients fre-

. queiily ~d themse~ves unable to
in~isl 'tJt su~h procres be post-
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poned unti after Shabbat.
In a footnote appended to ths

statement, Rabbi Schneersohn takes
cognizance of the ruling of Shulchan
Arukh, Drach Chaim 248: It to the
effect that voyages for purposes of
fulfillng a mitzvah may be com-
menced even on Friday. According
to Rabbenu Tam, cited by Rema,
Drach Chaim 249:4, all voyages
other than purely pleasure trips are
deemed to be undertaken "for pur-
poses of a mitzvah," and certainy

preservation of health would be
considered a mitzvah. Shulchan
Arukh adds, however, that when
such a permitted voyage begins
within the three-day period it must
nevertheless be stipulated in ad-

vance with the captain of the ves-
sel that travel wil be interrupted

for the duration ,of the Sabbath.

Rabbi Schneersohn, citing Magen
A vraham 248: 1, argues that in the
absence of such stipulation or in
event that the captain refuses to

accept such a stipulation, the trip
may not be undertaken. By the
very nature of the situation "stipu-
lation," is, of course, impossible

with regard to medical treatment

on Shah bat. It should be noted,

however, that many authorities,
among them Mishneh Berurah
248:3, indicate that while such

stipulation is to be preferred its
absence does not prohibit a Jew
from undertaking a voyage "for
purposes of a mitzvah." Rabbi
Schneersohn, however, maintains
that even according to these au-

thorities such stipulation is not
mandatory only when an oppor-
tunity to fulfil the mitzvah presents
itself for the first time during the

three-day period, but did not exist
earlier. When, however, the oppor-
tunity existed earlier the require-

ment concerning stipulation cannot
be waived. Writing in the same
issue of H a-Pardes, Rabbi Yisrael

Pikarski cites authorities who rule
that permission to undertake a
voyage for fulfillment of a mitzvah
during this three-dy period is
limited to situations in which the
mitzvah cannot be fulfied at a
later date.

Rabbi Gedaliah Felder, writing
in the Cheshvan 5739 issue of the
same journal,: cites an example of
such an elective procedure which
is the source of some controversy.

A child dare not be circumcised

so long as he is aficted with any

malady, but must be circumcised
without delay as soon as he is
medically and halakhically deemed
to be out of danger. Jewish law

provides that circumcision delayed

beyond the eighth day may not be
performed on Shabhat. But may a
child deemed to be fully cured on
Thursday be circumcised on that
day in light of the fact that the
third daYt considerd to be a day
of pain as well as danger for the

person ciscumcised, wil fall on
the Sabbath and hence it may be
necessar to violate Shabbat re-
strictions on his behalf? Taz, Yoreh
De' ak 262: 3 cites the opinion of

Tashhatz, I, no. 21, and rules that
circumcision on Thursday is for-
bidden under sucli circumstances;
Shakh, Yoreh De'ah 266: 18 and
N ekudat ha-Kesef 262, disagrees
and permits the procedure even on
a Thursday. However, even Shakh's

permissive ruing is based upon the
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presence of an immediate, com-
pellng mitzvah,' he would not have
permitted circumcision if not for

the halakhic requirement of avoid-

ing delay.

Of interest is the position of
Magen Avraham, Orach Chaim
331 :9. Magen Avraham permits a
delayed circumcision to be per-

formed on Thursday "in our day"
since under contemporary condi-
tions it is extremely unlikely that

violation of Shabbat regulations

wil be necessar. Magen Avraham
appears to be unconcerned with
regard to the pain which will ensue

on Shabbat.

Rabbi Felder assumes that the
circumcision of a proselyte on
Thursday is forbidden even accord-
ing to Shakh because of the ab-

sence of an immediately compellng
mitzvah and this, indeed, is the
opinion of She' elat Ya' avetz, II,
no. 95. However, Chakham Tzvi,
addenda, no. 14, permits even the
circumcision of a convert on Thurs-
day. The implication of Chakham
Tzvi'sposition is that such proce-

dures are permitted during the
three day period prior to Shabbat

for the sake of any mitzvah includ-
ing, of course, treatment of the

sick and preservation of health.
Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg, Tzitz

Eli' ezer, XII, no. 43, also discusses
the propriety of undertaking such

procedures during the three-day
period prior to Shabbat but limits
his discussion to the question of

surgical procedures for patients
who are not presently in danger
but whose lives wil become en-
dangered at some future tie if
the operation is not performed.
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Procedures that are entirely elec-
tive are not specifcally discussed

by Rabbi Waldenberg. Rabbi Wal-

denberg not only permits the pro-
cedures under discussion but urges
that they not be delayed both be-

cause of possible unforseen dan-

gers to the patient and because of
possible need of the hospital . bed
for other patients. Rabbi Walden-
berg argues that the majority of

latter day halakhic authorities have
declined to rule according to the

opinion of Tashbatz and that
most authorities including Shulchan
Arukh ha-Rav 248:1, Chayyei
Adam, Hilkhot Shabbat 4: 1 and
Mishneh Berurah 248':33 rule that
the "stipulation" discussed earlier
is preferable but not mandatory.

Although he does not state so ex-

plicitly, Rabbi Waldenberg implies
that if no element of danger at all
is present the opinion of T ashbatz

should be heeded since in the past
his opinion was followed in many
locales and delayed circumcisions

were not performed on a Thursday.

The argument aclvanced by Rabbi
Schneersohn serves to establish
that elective surgery which can be
planned in advance should be
scheduled during the first three
days of the week and even post-
poned in order to schedule surgery

for a date early in the following

week only "when it is possible to
delay," as is carefully stated in

Rabbi Feinstein's statement. How-
ever, this reasoning does not apply
to a situation in which the surgeon
regarded as the most competent
available or in whom the patient
has the greatest confdence is un-
able or unwilling to operate early
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in the we~K. The argument cer-
tainly does not apply to a situation
in which delay may cause danger
to the patient.

PATING THE Ketupp.h

Qllit~ fr~quentIy, particlllarly dur-
ing the n1Qnths of spring ~nd early

sum.r~r during which ~. f;ispropor-
tigpflte number of weddings are
celsbftited, the wedding ceremony
is §e.h~duled for an hour which
coinçides with the twilght period,

i.e., btin ha-shmashot, a period

~hiclt is neither clearly day nor
clearly night. Performance of the
wedding ceremony between sunset
and nightfall poses a question with

regard to the dating of the ketubah.

The ketubah is customarily pre-
pared and signed prior to the,
celebration of the marrage. The
ketubah would ordinarily bear the
date of execution, i.e., the date on
which it is written and signed, as
indeed would be the case with re-
gard to any commercial instrument.
Hence, if the ketubah is prepared

before sunset and the wedding is
delayed until nightfall, the ketubah
would bear a date one day prior
to. that of the actual marriage. The
halakhic propriety of such a pro-

cedure has been questioned by
many. The ketubah, in its essenCe,
is a financial contract which im-
poses a monetary obligation upon
the husband. Although the stipu.
lat~ù sum is dne ::nd collectable
only upon dissolution of the mar.
riage by virtue of the death of the

husband or divorce, execution of

the ketubah generates a lien upon
all property held by the husband

at the time of, or acquired subse-

quent to, the marriage. Accord-

ingly, the brides claim, since it is
prior in time, takes precedence
over any other obligation assumed

by, or imposed upon, the husband

subsequent to marriage. The ketu-
bah, although collectible only at a
later date, constitutes a prior claim
which must be paid before other
creditors are satisfied. A predated
ketubah is a defective instrument

because it falsely testifies to the
existence of a lien against prop..

erty as of the date it bears, while,
in fact, no valid lien exists prior

to the actual time of execution of

the ketubah. Other claims upon
the husband's property which might
arise prior to the marriage would

have precedence over the wife's
claim to her ketubah. Thus a
falsely dated instrument might have
the effect of ilicitly infringing

upon the rights of other claimants

and hence is invalid. This con-
sideration has led some rabbis to
insist that the marrage ceremony
be performed either prior to sun-
set or that it be delayed until after

dark so that the ketubah may bear
a date which is unquestionably that
on which the marriage is celebrated.

This question is analyzed in de-

tail in two separate contributions

to Ha-Emek, a publication of the
Kollel Yirei ha-Shem in Jerusalem.
Rabbis Chaim Y osef Dinkeles.
writing in the Nisan 5731 issue,
and Shmuel Roth, writing in the
Tammuz 573!1 issue, both find
grounds for sanctioning execution

of the ketubah on a date prior to
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that of the wedding.

Marrage consists of two separate
acts, vi. eirusin and nisu'in. Eirusin

is commonly effected through pre-
sentation of a ring by the groom
to the bride and creates a marital

bond which can be dissolved only
by death or divorce. Although the

arusah cannot contract a marriage

with another man, cohabitation be-
tween bride and groom is prohib-
ited until solemnization of nisu'in,
i.e., until the bride is conducted to
the domain of the groom symbol-

ized by the nuptial canopy or,
according to some authorities, ac-
tual seclusion of the bride and the
groom in the presence of witnesses
for this specific purpse. Marital

rights and duties which exist be-
tween husband and wife come into
being only upon nisu'in. Accord-
ingly, there exists no statutory

obligation with regard to the
ketubah until nisu'in has taken
place. Citing Kesel Mishneh, Hi!.
khat ¡shut 10: 11, Rabbi Dinkeles

argues that, despite the absence of
statutory obligation, the groom, if
he so desires, may voluntarily as-
sume such obligation even prior to
eirusin'. According to Kesel Mish-
neh, the obligations of the ketubah
are contingent, in whole or in par,
upon subsequent solemnization of
the marriage. Neverteless, the lien
established by wrting and signing

the ketubah at an earlier date is
retroactive to the time of execution

of the ketubah.

Rabbi Roth draws attention to
a reference in Kiddushin SOb to
"places in which they write (the
Ketubah) an.. subsequently penorm
kiddushin." In a locale in which
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this is the usual practice possession
of a ketubah does not in itself
constitute proof of the existence of

a matrimonial relationship. It is
nevertheless clear that even when
the ketubah is not evidence that a
marriage has taken place because

it may have been prepared in ad-
vance the ketubah is not deemed

to be a defective instrument by
virtue of improper dating. Conse-

quent to presentation of other evi-
dence demonstrating the existence
of a marital state, the ketubah
may be used as evidence of non-
satisfaction of the husband's fian-
cial obligations. Accordingly, both
writers conclude that the writing
of the ketubah need not be delayed
and that the document may indeed
bear a date prior to that of the
actual ceremony.

N either of these scholars dis-

cusses the propriety of drawing up
the ketubah prior to sunset but

postdating it to bear the date of

the following day. Although a valid ¡

instrument may be executed in this
manner, Rema, Choshen Mishpat
43 : 12.13, rules that one should
avoid post-dating a promissory
note because of "the appearance
of falsity. n Yet, the very text of
the ketubah incorporates the decla-
ration of the groom "Be thou my
wife according to the law of Moses
and . Israel" and records that the
bride "consented and became his
wife," events which are anticipated
but which, in fact, have as yet not
occurred. Presumably, this prac-
tice is not deemed to be taited
with "the appearance of falsity"
since it is commonly understood

that such clallses are included in
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anticipatiOf cf the event and that,
halak:li, assumption of the
obligatis of the. ketubah is con-

tigent uporithose events actually

takig pl~ By the same token,
since the ev-ents ate recorded in
the past tense, it would. appear that
there is no 4'appance of falsity"
in util~ th date on which these
events will actually occur . It wold
be immetely understood that a
later dat" was utilizd since the

events .QiiÐed have as yet not
occurrd but win indeed have oc.

currd,an' hence be accuratQly
descril?:as past eients, as of the
date nx" in the document.

Utiliation of a pos.t-dated ketu~

bah poses. the. additioal question

of whether èr. and gr may
be ,seciUded together during the

period betwe suset . an night.
Cohabitation' i.. forl.idden by Hala-.
khab wIe' a Y4lid ketubah has
been eX~.ø. Althgh Sltulchan

.., "

,.
l. ;, ..

','

Arukh, Even ho-zer 66: 1, also
forbids seclusion of the bride and
groo min the absce of a valid
ketubah, Rema p-r:ohibits only co-
habitation but permits seclusion.

Since the ketubah is designed to
impose a financia burden upon
the husband in the event of divorce
and thus to serve as an impediment
to impulßive divorce, it may be
argued that prir execution of a

pot-dated, ketubah would serve to
render selusion. . perssible even
according to the opinio of Shul-

chan Arukh. Possession of such a
docum~t mean that it may be
validly used by the bride as a
cause of action immediately sub-

sequent to nightfall, an event which
wil occur in a matter 'of minutes.

The certain knowledge, of the auto-
matic validation of. such a docu-
ment but a few minutes hence
surely constitutes a deterrent to

impulsive divorci.
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